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I have the honour to transmit herewith a copy of the note dated 
26 October 1991 from the Ministry of Foreign Affair8 of the Republic of Cuba 
addressed to the Interests Section of the United States of America in Bavaria, 
and the editorial subsequently published in the Granma daily newspaper, both 
in reference to recent provocations by armed forces of the Government of the 
United States stationed at the Guant&namo Naval Base. 

I should be grateful if you would have this letter and the texts annexed 
thereto circulated aa an official document of the General Assembly under 
agenda item 68. 

(-1 Bicardo ALARCON de QUESADA 
Ambassador 

Permanent Representative of Cuba 
to the United Nations 
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NOTE DATED 26 OCTOBER 1991 FROM THE MfNISTRY OF FOBEIGL AFFAIRS 
OF TRE RZPURLIC OF CURA ADDRESSED TO TBE INTERESTS SECTION OF 

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Cuba presents its 
compliments to the Interests Section of the United States of America in the 
Embassy of Switzerland and has the honour to state the followingt 

Between 1824 and 1652 hours on 23 October 1991, three United States TA-4J 
aircraft from among those stationed at the Naval Base occupied by the United 
State8 in Gunnt&namo Bay separately and consecutively violated the airspace 
above Cuba's national territory outside the base. 

Two of the aircraft entered Cuban territory outside the base from Puerto 
Escondido Bay, and the third did so 1,500 metre8 to the west of the entrance 
to the bay. All the aircraft exited over the area of the United State8 post 
locaced scme 1,750 metre8 to the north-west of Loma Picote, overflying various 
Cuban troop positions. 

At 0941 hours on 24 October 1991 a United States TA-4J aircraft, from 
among those stationed at the above-mentioned naval installation, violated the 
airspace over Cuban national territory outside the base, entering Cuban 
airspace at a point situated some 2,000 metres to the south-east of the 
village of Boquerdn and exiting.-some 1,200 metres to-the south of the szMe 
village, overflying Cuban troop positions in the area. 

In each instance the aircraft were engaged in ground attack exercises at 
the naval base rangea, from which f t  is clear that the aircraft were armed 
with heavy weapon loads when they overflew Cuban troop positions. 

At 0844 hours on 25 October 1991 a United States TA-4J military aircraft 
from among t&ore st;sUoned St the Baval Ba8e occupied by the United States in 
Guanthamo Bay violated Cuban airspace, entering Cuban national territory 
outside the base at a point situated some 4.500 metres to the north-west of 
Punta San Nicola8 and exiting out to sea some 5,000 metres to the south-west 
of that same point. 

Moments before, the aircraft in question had carried out manoeuvres over 
the target range at the base, in view of which the possibility that the 
aircraft was armed cannot be excluded. While over Cuban territory outside the 
base the aircraft overflew Cuban trcop positions in the area. 

Between 2010 hours and 2012 hours on 25 October 1991 a United States 
military CB-538 helicopter from among those recently deployed at the Naval 
Base occupied by the United Otates in Guant6namo Bay violated Cuban airspace, 
which it entered at a point some 3,750 metres to the south-east of the village 
of Boquerdn, flying to a point some 2,000 metre8 to the north-east of the 
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village before returning to territory occupied by the base by the same route. 
During this flight the aircraft overflew various Cuban troop positions. 

At the same time aircraft of the same type were taking part in 
disembarkation exercises at the Base, which suggests that the aircr2t which 
violated Cuban airspace carried assault troops, thus representing a serious 
threat to the Cuban troops overflown. 

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Cuba reiterates the dangerous and 
inadmissible nature of the violations.of its national territory by United 
States combat elements from the territory occupied by the Guant&amo Naval 
Base, and, in this connection, emphasises the particular seriousness of the 
incidents described, which entailed serious risk for the Cuban forces. 

The avoidance of similar incidents is entirely the responsibility of the 
Naval Base authorities. 

The Ministry of F&reign Affairs of the Republic of Cuba takes this 
opportunity to convey to the Interests Section of the United States of America 
in the Embassy of Switzerland the renDwed assurances of its highest 
consideration. 

Havana 
26 .Qctober 1991 
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EDITORIAL FROM GRANMA 

“THE YANKEE BASE AT GUANTANAMO: A CONSTANT SOURCE OF TENSION, 
PROVOCATION ABD AGGRESSIVE MANOEUVRES" 

e' On 1 October, using the situation after the gouo d etat in Haiti and the 
hypothetical need to evacuate North American citizens from that country as a 
pretext. the United States Government increased the number of combat troops at 
the Naval Base which it illegally maintains at Guantanamo as well as the 
nunber of transport aircraft and helicopters, with the greater part of these 
reinforcements remaining in this military enclave. 

Since their arrival at the Base, these troops have been practising aerial 
disemberkation technique8 every day, using helicopters and CH-53E and C-130 
transport aircraft, respectively, both during the day and at night, 

At the same time and on the same pretext, the North American navy sent a 
group of six amphibious vessels, headed by the LPH-12 helicopter carrier, with 
capacity to transport and disembark a reinforced marine infantry battalion to 
areas of Haiti, very close to Cuban territory. 

It is significant that, simultaneously with the arrival of this United 
States naval group in the region, warships from other NATO countries appeared 
kt- olose-pror-imity toCuba, and some of them-entered the Guantinamo Naval Base 
and unloaded military equipment. 

Starting on 21 October, the forces assigned to the Base engaged in a 
military exercise lasting several days. On this occasion they carried out 
manoeuvr48 which cldarly revealed the North American authorities' intentions. 
In what was obviously designed a8 provocation, they simulated the mass entry 
of anti-revolutionary Cuban civilians at various point8 of the frontier and 
practised the complete evacuation of all North American and foreig? civilians 
residing at the Base. 

The reasons given by the naval station's local radio for the entry of 
supposed diSSideBt8 into the Guant&namo Naval Base constituted a clear 
incitement to the Cuban population living near the Base to leave the country 
illegally. 

The inclusion of .s supposed invasion of the base by Cuban citizens 
coiocided with false press, radio and television news reports coming from 
Florida which announced the alleged intention of the Government of Cuba to 
clear the minefield8 and fences from the border perimeter and thus enable a 
ma88 erodua of Cubans without visas to travel to the United States. These 
grotesque inventions inciuded 811 aiieged attack on a aiorth American fishing 
boat by a vessel of the Cuban Navy, and expanded on the colossal lie that the 
Cubar Air Force had drawn up plans to attack a nuclear plant in Florida. It 
was not only the forces permanently stationed at the Guant&%uno Naval Base 
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which tuok part in all the exercises and manoeuvres on the Yankee base over 
this period, but also the forces and equipment which had beeu arriving as 
reinforcements since 1 October. 

These provocative actions are taking place in the conrexf oi a resurgence 
in campaigns against Cuba from the United States, mainly by radio, with open 
calls for civil disobedience and the physical elimination of our 
Commander-in-Chief. 

As is readily apparent, this all forms part of an overall plan of 
destabilisation and attempts to create a climate of great tension in order to 
pressurise and intimidate our country. 

The provocation from the Yankee naval base is nothing new. Since the 
triumph of the revolution there have been genuinely bloody incidents such as 
the torture and interrogation for 24 hours of a Cuban employee on the Base, 
Manuel Prieto Gonx&lex, on 21 January 19613 the murder of 
Rub&r Ldpea Sabariego, also a Cuban worker on the Base, on 30 September 1961, 
and the torture and assassination of fisherman Rodolfo Rose11 Salas by 
soldiers from the Base in May 1962. 

In 1964, on 9 June, a soldier, Jose Ramires Reyes, was seriously 
wounded. Days later, on 19 July, soldier Rem& Lhpea Pena was vilely murdered. 

On 24July our--forces were once -mom f-i;mS upon, and the soldier 
Andr6s Noel Larduet was wounded. 

Two years later, on 21 May 1966, vith equal callousness, the soldier 
Luis Ramirex Lbpee vas killed. 

For 30 years the revolutionary Government has continually had to denounce 
the violations and provocations of the Naval B&se at Guaot&#mo. 

On 10 August 1991, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of 
Cuba sent to the Government of the United States an official note which 
related a series of violations and provocations carried out by Nortb American 
military personnel from 13 May onwards, of which the folloving were 
highlightedx violation of our airspace, illumination of our troops by 
spotlight on many occasions , aiming of rifles into our territory, and soldiers 
exposing their bare buttocks, gesticulating with their genitals and shouting 
obscene words at our sentries. la the note the Cuban Governmeat stressed once 
more to the Government of the United States the grave danger which such gross 
violations and provocations represent and urged it to take appropriate 
measures to prevent such actions provoking further regrettable incidents. 

The fovernmeni; of tie tiniized Stakes confined ii;eeZ i;o juskiZying t-he 
violation of our airspace and declared that the other provocations contained 
in the note from Cuba were totally witbout founda;ion. It must be pointed out 
that the Revolutionary Armed Porces Command has irrefutable proof of many of 
these provocations. 

/... 
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More recently, during the exercise we described above, TA-4J aircraft 
permanently baaed at the Guant&uno Naval Base and a CH-53E helicopter, one of 
those which had come as reinforcements, violated our airspace, the aircraft on 
five occasions and the helicbpter once. 

In the official note submitted by the Ministry of Foreign Afrairs of the 
Republic of Cuba to the Government of the United States on 28 October, in 
addition to a description of the circumstances of each violation which took 
place between 23 and 25 October, it was pointed out that the aircraft 
violating Cuban airspace were armed when flying over the positions of Cuban 
troops, and that the CH-53E helicopter which violated our airspace was part of 
a group which at that time was carrying out disembarkation exercises inside 
the base, 80 it is to be supposed that the helicopter in question was also 
carrying on board assault troops, thus posing a verv real threat to the Cuban 
troops over which it flew, as did the violations by the TA-4J aircraft. 

The note from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Cuba reiterated the 
dangerous and inadmissible nature of the violations of national territory by 
North American combat units from the territory occupied by the Guant&namo 
Naval Base was reemphasixed, and stressed the gravity of the actions described 
in this particular case, since they entailed genuine risk8 for Cuban forces. 
It was also pointed out that the prevention of similar incident8 wa8 entirely 
the responsibility of the Base authorities. 

_ This whole situation must be.placed in-the conteXt of increased activiw._.--_-- 
by the United States armed forces in aerial reconnaissance and provocative 
manoeuvre8 in areas close to tuba. 

Between 10 July 1991 and now there have been more than 45 surveillance 
flights by aircraft of various kinds to the north of our western provinces, 
and on some occasions round our entire territory. Of these 45 surveillance 
flights, 13 have taken place since 3 Qotober l&91. 

It is also highly significant that during IVParty Congrfks groups of 
transport aircraft and helicopters with marine landing troop8 on board took 
off on several occasions from the Naval Base and manoeuvred south of that 
facility, which created a situation of heightened military tension in the 
region and in fact constituted an overt Provocation, as well 88 demOnStr8tinq 
eXtre8W irresponsibility. 

North American ships and aircraft of various types are deployed around 
the clock in tbe area off our territory, in aircrait-carrier battle group8 and 
amphibious or surface vessel groups. All of them are trying to maintain 
strict control of the air and sea conmrunications routes and access to our 
country, while at the same time maintaining an increased military presence in 
the reqinn 88 the ptec*:rsor to nnaaikln an"w.nPP4"n p-tic= -ydh~t +wr n**,n*ru ~--s'-'- -.J*'---'. M ------d - 

Meanwhile, on the continental territory of the United States and in some 
territori. ; under its control, such as Puerto Rico, as Cuba recently announced 
to the United Nation8 General Assembly, extensive exercises and manoeuvre8 are 
taking place in which an invasion of Cuba is being rehearsed. 
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The day of 19 October 1991 was the planned date for the culmination of 
the exercise which began on 16 September with the large-scale deployment of 
arc*urd 40 units of the 101 Airborne Attack Division at Fort Chaffee, 
Arkansas. The aim of this exercise, involving one of the ilite units which 
had taken part in operation "Desert Storm” in the Arab Persian Gulf, was to 
train its forces for combat in surroundings similar to those in Cuba against 
an army using Soviet-style equipment and tactics, at the North American armed 
forces' combined combat-readiness training centre. With their proverbial 
arrogance, the Pentagon strategists conceived of the actions in the exercise 
as a conflict which would gradually escalate from low to medium intensity. 

The Yankee Naval Base at Guantanamo is the advance position for the 
strategy and its primary role is to maintain and eventually increase tension 
through all kinds of provocation, cynically calculated and meticulously 
carried out. At the same time, it forms part of the network for 
systematically monitoring the defensive readiness of out country. 

At this moment in time, as has been amply proved by the escalation of 
provocative and intimadatoty actions which have been taking place since last 
May, the Yankee enclave at Guantinamo is one of the instruments of pressure 
and threat used by the Government of the United States against the Cuban 
people and its irrevocable decision to preserve its Homeland, Revolution and 
Socialism. 

~_ere.awataof.~s-&~~-which-~~~hotbed of tensiorrprovocative ~-- ----- 
actions and aggressive manoeuvres represents for the defence and security of 
out country. We are also not unaware of the potential value of this enclave 
for a large-scale operation by the United States armed forces against our 
wuntty, as a virtual stronghold for the Yankee invaders in our territory. 

It is probable that in this increasingly unipolar world it is difficult 
for the Yankee Soldiers in Guant&uuso to un&etstand the equanimity and highly 
professional performance of our brave Combat&ate of the Frontier Brigade, as 
faithful representatives of the Gourage, power and conscience of the men and 
women of out people. 

The real risk wrought by the irresponsible actioas and military 
activities designed to intimidate the Yankee occupieto of Guant&ramo, is that 
it is they alone whose nerves may one day fail them. 


